
                       Dealing With Sin Among Believers                                                            
                  6/20/21 (Matthew 18:15-20) 

I. Jesus _______________ How to _______________ - v.15-17 

This passage is about ____________ in God’s ____________      
because ______________ sin ___________ like ___________. 

Verse 15 speaks about actual __________ and not just 
________________ and ________________ of _____________. 

Jesus lays out a 4-step process that calls for Christians to 
_____________ other _____________ about ___________ sin. 

Galatians 6:1 - Jesus makes the ____________ of each believer          
the _______________ of _____________ believers. 

The primary _________ of Matthew 18 is _________________. 

When believers align with a faith family they should see              
themselves as ______________ other ________________ to             
help ___________ them ____________________. 

In Romans 15:14 the word instruct means to _____________, 
______________, give _____________, ___________________           
or a ____________. ________ believers should strive for this. 

v.15 - Step 1 - Tell them ______________. Make it your goal to 
_________ the ______________, not an _________________. 
“_____________ must come before ____________.” - Wiersbe 

v.16 - Step 2 - If they ___________, take one or two witnesses.           
Pick _____________ believers who are _______________. 

v.17 - Step 3 - If they still ____________, take the matter to the 
______________. The __________ is still _________________. 

v.17 - Step 4 - If they do not repent they must be ___________            
from the church’s _________________ in order to remove their 
___________ and ______________ influence and to let them            
know they are ___________ like they are ____________.                        
(I Cor. 5:1-13; II Thess. 3:6-15; I Timothy 5:19-20; Titus 3:9-11) 

II. The God-Given ____________ of the ___________ - v.18-20 

v.18 - To “bind” meant to ___________ something, and to “loose”     
meant to ___________ or ____________ something. 

France points out that the future perfect verb tenses in v.18                
(“shall have been bound...loosed”) cause this saying to become a 
promise not of divine __________________, but of divine 
_________________ to ____________ God’s people to    
_____________ in accordance with God’s ______________ 
_________________ purpose. 

Verse 19 means if a church seeks specific ______________               
from _________ about church ________________ through 
______________ and His __________, that God will give it. 

Many Christians ________________ stay _______________ to        
avoid _________________ when they ________ into _______. 
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